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Description

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

[0001] A portion of the disclosure of this document and accompanying materials contains material to which a claim
for copyright is made. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent
document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office files or records, but reserves all
other copyright rights whatsoever.

FIELD

[0002] The present application generally relates to data compression and, in particular, to methods and devices for
context modeling when encoding and decoding residual video data.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Data compression occurs in a number of contexts. It is very commonly used in communications and computer
networking to store, transmit, and reproduce information efficiently. It finds particular application in the encoding of
images, audio and video. Video presents a significant challenge to data compression because of the large amount of
data required for each video frame and the speed with which encoding and decoding often needs to occur. The current
state-of-the-art for video encoding is the ITU-T H.264/AVC video coding standard. It defines a number of different profiles
for different applications, including the Main profile, Baseline profile and others. A next-generation video encoding stand-
ard is currently under development through a joint initiative of MPEG-ITU termed High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC).
The initiative may eventually result in a video-coding standard commonly referred to as MPEG-H.
[0004] There are a number of standards for encoding/decoding images and videos, including H.264, that use block-
based coding processes. In these processes, the image or frame is divided into blocks, typically 4x4 or 8x8, and the
blocks are spectrally transformed into coefficients, quantized, and entropy encoded. In many cases, the data being
transformed is not the actual pixel data, but is residual data following a prediction operation. Predictions can be intra-
frame, i.e. block-to-block within the frame/image, or inter-frame, i.e. between frames (also called motion prediction). It
is expected that MPEG-H will also have these features.
[0005] When spectrally transforming residual data, many of these standards prescribe the use of a discrete cosine
transform (DCT) or some variant thereon. The resulting DCT coefficients are then quantized using a quantizer to produce
quantized transform domain coefficients, or indices.
[0006] The block or matrix of quantized transform domain coefficients (sometimes referred to as a "transform unit") is
then entropy encoded using a particular context model. In H.264/AVC and in the current development work for MPEG-
H, the quantized transform coefficients are encoded by (a) encoding a last significant coefficient position indicating the
location of the last non-zero coefficient in the transform unit, (b) encoding a significance map indicating the positions in
the transform unit (other than the last significant coefficient position) that contain non-zero coefficients, (c) encoding the
magnitudes of the non-zero coefficients, and (d) encoding the signs of the non-zero coefficients. This encoding of the
quantized transform coefficients often occupies 30-80% of the encoded data in the bitstream.
In the context of HEVC standardization activities the document NGUYEN N ET AL.: "Multi-level Significant Maps for
Large Transform Units", JOINT COLLABORATIVE TEAM ON VIDEO CODING OF ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 AND
ITU-T SG.16, no. JCTVC-G644 (2011-11-09) proposes a multi-level structure for significant-coefficient flag coding by
using 4x4 and 8x8 groups of coefficients with a significant-coefficient-group flag to indicate whether the group contains
any non-zero coefficient (and therefore any non-zero significant-coefficient flag) with an aim to reduce decoding com-
plexity.
The document LOU J ET AL.: "On context selection for significant_coeff_flag_coding", JOINT COLLABORATIVE TEAM
ON VIDEO CODING OF ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 AND ITU-T SG.16, no. JCTVC-E362 (2011-03-11) proposes mul-
tiple alternative sets of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions of a given significant-coefficient flag for context mod-
eling in Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) of significance maps. One of the proposed alternative sets
relies only on significant-coefficient flag positions immediately to the left, to the top-left, and to the top of a given significant-
coefficient flag. In the context of this document, uniform use of a given alternative set of nearby significant-coefficient
flag positions is foreseen for all significant-coefficient flags under consideration.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] The present application describes methods and encoders/decoders for encoding and decoding residual video
data using multi-level significance maps and coefficient level encoding. Context derivation methods are described for
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determining context when encoding and decoding significant-coefficient flags. Context derivation methods are also
described for determining context when encoding and decoding coefficient level data.
[0008] In one aspect, the present application describes a method of decoding a bitstream of encoded video by recon-
structing significant-coefficient flags for a transform unit, the transform unit being partitioned into a plurality of block-
based coefficient groups. The method includes the steps of claim 1.
[0009] In another aspect, the present application describes a method of decoding a bitstream of encoded video by
reconstructing significant-coefficients for a transform unit, the transform unit being partitioned into a plurality of block-
based coefficient groups. The method includes, for a significant-coefficient flag within a current coefficient group, deter-
mining whether that significant-coefficient flag is within a right column of the current coefficient group or a bottom row
of the current coefficient group and, if so, then selecting a first set of nearby significant-coefficient flags, and otherwise
selecting a different, second set of nearby significant-coefficient flags; determining a context for that significant-coefficient
flag from a sum of the selected significant-coefficient flags in the selected set; decoding that significant-coefficient flag
using its determined context; and updating the determined context.
[0010] In further aspect, the present application describes a method of decoding a bitstream of encoded video by
reconstructing significant-coefficients for a transform unit, the transform unit being portioned into a plurality of contiguous
coefficient groups. The method includes, for each significant-coefficient flag within a coefficient group, determining a
context for that significant-coefficient flag based on a sum of a plurality of nearby significant-coefficient flags, wherein
the nearby significant-coefficient flags exclude any significant-coefficient flags outside the coefficient group except for
significant-coefficient flags in the column immediately to the right of the coefficient group, significant-coefficient flags in
the row immediately below the coefficient group, and a significant-coefficient flag diagonally adjacent the bottom-right
corner of the coefficient group; decoding that significant-coefficient flag using its determined context; and updating the
determined context.
[0011] In a further aspect, the present application describes encoders and decoders configured to implement such
methods of encoding and decoding.
[0012] In yet a further aspect, the present application describes non-transitory computer-readable media storing com-
puter-executable program instructions which, when executed, configured a processor to perform the described methods
of encoding and/or decoding.
[0013] Other aspects and features of the present application will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art
from a review of the following description of examples in conjunction with the accompanying figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Reference will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying drawings which show example embod-
iments of the present application, and in which:

Figure 1 shows, in block diagram form, an encoder for encoding video;

Figure 2 shows, in block diagram form, a decoder for decoding video;

Figure 3 shows, an example of a multi-level scan order for a 16x16 transform unit;

Figure 4 shows an example method, in flowchart form, for decoding significant-coefficient flags;

Figure 5 shows an example method, in flowchart form, for decoding coefficient level data;

Figure 6 shows a simplified block diagram of an example embodiment of an encoder; and

Figure 7 shows a simplified block diagram of an example embodiment of a decoder.

[0015] Similar reference numerals may have been used in different figures to denote similar components.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0016] In the description that follows, some example embodiments are described with reference to the H.264 standard
for video coding and/or the developing MPEG-H standard. Those ordinarily skilled in the art will understand that the
present application is not limited to H.264/AVC or MPEG-H but may be applicable to other video coding/decoding
standards, including possible future standards, multi-view coding standards, scalable video coding standards, and recon-
figurable video coding standards.
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[0017] In the description that follows, when referring to video or images the terms frame, picture, slice, tile and rec-
tangular slice group may be used somewhat interchangeably. Those of skill in the art will appreciate that, in the case of
the H.264 standard, a frame may contain one or more slices. It will also be appreciated that certain encoding/decoding
operations are performed on a frame-by-frame basis, some are performed on a slice-by-slice basis, some picture-by-
picture, some tile-by-tile, and some by rectangular slice group, depending on the particular requirements or terminology
of the applicable image or video coding standard. In any particular embodiment, the applicable image or video coding
standard may determine whether the operations described below are performed in connection with frames and/or slices
and/or pictures and/or tiles and/or rectangular slice groups, as the case may be. Accordingly, those ordinarily skilled in
the art will understand, in light of the present disclosure, whether particular operations or processes described herein
and particular references to frames, slices, pictures, tiles, rectangular slice groups are applicable to frames, slices,
pictures, tiles, rectangular slice groups, or some or all of those for a given embodiment. This also applies to transform
units, coding units, groups of coding units, etc., as will become apparent in light of the description below.
[0018] The present application describes example processes and devices for encoding and decoding sign bits for the
non-zero coefficients of a transform unit. The non-zero coefficients are identified by a significance map. A significance
map is a block, matrix, group, or set of flags that maps to, or corresponds to, a transform unit or a defined unit of
coefficients (e.g. several transform units, a portion of a transform unit, or a coding unit). Each flag indicates whether the
corresponding position in the transform unit or the specified unit contains a non-zero coefficient or not. In existing
standards, these flags may be referred to as significant-coefficient flags. In existing standards, there is one flag per
coefficient from the DC coefficient to the last significant coefficient in a scan order, and the flag is a bit that is zero if the
corresponding coefficient is zero and is set to one if the corresponding coefficient is non-zero. The term "significance
map" as used herein is intended to refer to a matrix or ordered set of significant-coefficient flags for a transform unit, as
will be understood from the description below, or a defined unit of coefficients, which will be clear from the context of
the applications.
[0019] It will be understood, in light of the following description, that the multi-level encoding and decoding structure
might be applied in certain situations, and those situations may be determined from side information like video content
type (natural video or graphics as identified in sequence, picture, or slice headers). For example, two levels may be
used for natural video, and three levels may be used for graphics (which is typically much more sparse). Yet another
possibility is to provide a flag in one of the sequence, picture, or slice headers to indicate whether the structure has one,
two, or three levels, thereby allowing the encoder the flexibility of choosing the most appropriate structure for the present
content. In another embodiment, the flag may represent a content type, which would be associated with the number of
levels. For example, a content of type "graphic" may feature three levels.
[0020] Reference is now made to Figure 1, which shows, in block diagram form, an encoder 10 for encoding video.
Reference is also made to Figure 2, which shows a block diagram of a decoder 50 for decoding video. It will be appreciated
that the encoder 10 and decoder 50 described herein may each be implemented on an application-specific or general
purpose computing device, containing one or more processing elements and memory. The operations performed by the
encoder 10 or decoder 50, as the case may be, may be implemented by way of application-specific integrated circuit,
for example, or by way of stored program instructions executable by a general purpose processor. The device may
include additional software, including, for example, an operating system for controlling basic device functions. The range
of devices and platforms within which the encoder 10 or decoder 50 may be implemented will be appreciated by those
ordinarily skilled in the art having regard to the following description.
[0021] The encoder 10 receives a video source 12 and produces an encoded bitstream 14. The decoder 50 receives
the encoded bitstream 14 and outputs a decoded video frame 16. The encoder 10 and decoder 50 may be configured
to operate in conformance with a number of video compression standards. For example, the encoder 10 and decoder
50 may be H.264/AVC compliant. In other embodiments, the encoder 10 and decoder 50 may conform to other video
compression standards, including evolutions of the H.264/AVC standard, like MPEG-H.
[0022] The encoder 10 includes a spatial predictor 21, a coding mode selector 20, transform processor 22, quantizer
24, and entropy encoder 26. As will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art, the coding mode selector 20
determines the appropriate coding mode for the video source, for example whether the subject frame/slice is of I, P, or
B type, and whether particular coding units (e.g. macroblocks, coding units, etc.) within the frame/slice are inter or intra
coded. The transform processor 22 performs a transform upon the spatial domain data. In particular, the transform
processor 22 applies a block-based transform to convert spatial domain data to spectral components. For example, in
many embodiments a discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used. Other transforms, such as a discrete sine transform or
others may be used in some instances. The block-based transform is performed on a coding unit, macroblock or sub-
block basis, depending on the size of the macroblocks or coding units. In the H.264 standard, for example, a typical
16x16 macroblock contains sixteen 4x4 transform blocks and the DCT process is performed on the 4x4 blocks. In some
cases, the transform blocks may be 8x8, meaning there are four transform blocks per macroblock. In yet other cases,
the transform blocks may be other sizes. In some cases, a 16x16 macroblock may include a non-overlapping combination
of 4x4 and 8x8 transform blocks.
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[0023] Applying the block-based transform to a block of pixel data results in a set of transform domain coefficients. A
"set" in this context is an ordered set in which the coefficients have coefficient positions. In some instances the set of
transform domain coefficients may be considered as a "block" or matrix of coefficients. In the description herein the
phrases a "set of transform domain coefficients" or a "block of transform domain coefficients" are used interchangeably
and are meant to indicate an ordered set of transform domain coefficients.
[0024] The set of transform domain coefficients is quantized by the quantizer 24. The quantized coefficients and
associated information are then encoded by the entropy encoder 26.
[0025] The block or matrix of quantized transform domain coefficients may be referred to herein as a "transform unit"
(TU). In some cases, the TU may be non-square, e.g. a non-square quadrature transform (NSQT).
[0026] Intra-coded frames/slices (i.e. type I) are encoded without reference to other frames/slices. In other words, they
do not employ temporal prediction. However intra-coded frames do rely upon spatial prediction within the frame/slice,
as illustrated in Figure 1 by the spatial predictor 21. That is, when encoding a particular block the data in the block may
be compared to the data of nearby pixels within blocks already encoded for that frame/slice. Using a prediction algorithm,
the source data of the block may be converted to residual data. The transform processor 22 then encodes the residual
data. H.264, for example, prescribes nine spatial prediction modes for 4x4 transform blocks. In some embodiments,
each of the nine modes may be used to independently process a block, and then rate-distortion optimization is used to
select the best mode.
[0027] The H.264 standard also prescribes the use of motion prediction/compensation to take advantage of temporal
prediction. Accordingly, the encoder 10 has a feedback loop that includes a de-quantizer 28, inverse transform processor
30, and deblocking processor 32. The deblocking processor 32 may include a deblocking processor and a filtering
processor. These elements mirror the decoding process implemented by the decoder 50 to reproduce the frame/slice.
A frame store 34 is used to store the reproduced frames. In this manner, the motion prediction is based on what will be
the reconstructed frames at the decoder 50 and not on the original frames, which may differ from the reconstructed
frames due to the lossy compression involved in encoding/decoding. A motion predictor 36 uses the frames/slices stored
in the frame store 34 as source frames/slices for comparison to a current frame for the purpose of identifying similar
blocks. Accordingly, for macroblocks or coding units to which motion prediction is applied, the "source data" which the
transform processor 22 encodes is the residual data that comes out of the motion prediction process. For example, it
may include information regarding the reference frame, a spatial displacement or "motion vector", and residual pixel
data that represents the differences (if any) between the reference block and the current block. Information regarding
the reference frame and/or motion vector may not be processed by the transform processor 22 and/or quantizer 24, but
instead may be supplied to the entropy encoder 26 for encoding as part of the bitstream along with the quantized
coefficients.
[0028] Those ordinarily skilled in the art will appreciate the details and possible variations for implementing video
encoders.
[0029] The decoder 50 includes an entropy decoder 52, dequantizer 54, inverse transform processor 56, spatial
compensator 57, and deblocking processor 60. The deblocking processor 60 may include deblocking and filtering proc-
essors. A frame buffer 58 supplies reconstructed frames for use by a motion compensator 62 in applying motion com-
pensation. The spatial compensator 57 represents the operation of recovering the video data for a particular intra-coded
block from a previously decoded block.
[0030] The bitstream 14 is received and decoded by the entropy decoder 52 to recover the quantized coefficients.
Side information may also be recovered during the entropy decoding process, some of which may be supplied to the
motion compensation loop for use in motion compensation, if applicable. For example, the entropy decoder 52 may
recover motion vectors and/or reference frame information for inter-coded macroblocks.
[0031] The quantized coefficients are then dequantized by the dequantizer 54 to produce the transform domain coef-
ficients, which are then subjected to an inverse transform by the inverse transform processor 56 to recreate the "video
data". It will be appreciated that, in some cases, such as with an intra-coded macroblock or coding unit, the recreated
"video data" is the residual data for use in spatial compensation relative to a previously decoded block within the frame.
The spatial compensator 57 generates the video data from the residual data and pixel data from a previously decoded
block. In other cases, such as inter-coded macroblocks or coding units, the recreated "video data" from the inverse
transform processor 56 is the residual data for use in motion compensation relative to a reference block from a different
frame. Both spatial and motion compensation may be referred to herein as "prediction operations".
[0032] The motion compensator 62 locates a reference block within the frame buffer 58 specified for a particular inter-
coded macroblock or coding unit. It does so based on the reference frame information and motion vector specified for
the inter-coded macroblock or coding unit. It then supplies the reference block pixel data for combination with the residual
data to arrive at the reconstructed video data for that coding unit/macroblock.
[0033] A deblocking/filtering process may then be applied to a reconstructed frame/slice, as indicated by the deblocking
processor 60. After deblocking/filtering, the frame/slice is output as the decoded video frame 16, for example for display
on a display device. It will be understood that the video playback machine, such as a computer, set-top box, DVD or
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Blu-Ray player, and/or mobile handheld device, may buffer decoded frames in a memory prior to display on an output
device.
[0034] It is expected that MPEG-H-compliant encoders and decoders will have many of these same or similar features.

Quantized Transform Domain Coefficient Encoding and Decoding

[0035] As noted above, the entropy coding of a block or set of quantized transform domain coefficients includes
encoding the significance map (e.g. a set of significant-coefficient flags) for that block or set of quantized transform
domain coefficients. The significance map is a binary mapping of the block indicating in which positions (from the DC
position to the last significant-coefficient position) non-zero coefficients appear. The significance map may be converted
to a vector in accordance with the scan order (which may be vertical, horizontal, diagonal, zig zag, or any other scan
order). The scan is typically done in "reverse" order, i.e. starting with the last significant coefficient and working back
through the significant map in reverse direction until the significant-coefficient flag in the upper-left corner at [0,0] is
reached. In the present description, the term "scan order" is intended to mean the order in which flags, coefficients, or
groups, as the case may be, are processed and may include orders that are referred to colloquially as "reverse scan order".
[0036] Each significant-coefficient flag is then entropy encoded using the applicable context-adaptive coding scheme.
For example, in many applications a context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) scheme may be used.
[0037] With 16x16 and 32x32 significance maps, the context for a significant-coefficient flag is (in most cases) based
upon neighboring significant-coefficient flag values. Among the contexts used for 16x16 and 32x32 significance maps,
there are certain contexts dedicated to the bit position at [0,0] and (in some example implementations) to neighboring
bit positions, but most of the significant-coefficient flags take one of four or five contexts that depend on the cumulative
values of neighboring significant-coefficient flags. In these instances, the determination of the correct context for a
significant-coefficient flag depends on determining and summing the values of the significant-coefficient flags at neigh-
boring locations (typically five locations, but it could be more or fewer in some instances).
[0038] The significant-coefficient levels for those non-zero coefficients may then be encoded. In one example imple-
mentation, the levels may be encoded by first encoding a map of those non-zero coefficients having an absolute value
level greater than one. Another map may then be encoded of those non-zero coefficients having a level greater than
two. The value or level of any of the coefficients having an absolute value greater than two is then encoded. In some
cases, the value encoded may be the actual value minus three. The sign of each of the non-zero coefficients is also
encoded. Each non-zero coefficient has a sign bit indicating whether the level of that non-zero coefficient is negative or
positive, although sign bit hiding can be employed in some instances to reduce the number of sign bits.
[0039] Some prior work has focused on using multi-level significance maps. Reference is now made to Figure 3, which
shows a 16x16 transform unit 100 with a multi-level diagonal scan order illustrated. The transform unit 100 is partitioned
into sixteen contiguous 4x4 coefficient groups or "sets of significant-coefficient flags". Within each coefficient group, a
diagonal scan order is applied within the group, rather than across the whole transform unit 100. The sets or coefficient
groups themselves are processed in a scan order, which in this example implementation is also a diagonal scan order.
It will be noted that the scan order in this example is illustrated in "reverse" scan order; that is, the scan order is shown
progressing from the bottom-right coefficient group in a downward-left diagonal direction towards the upper-left coefficient
group. In some implementations the same scan order may be defined in the other direction; that is, progressing in am
upwards-right diagonal direction and when applied during encoding or decoding may be applied in a "reverse" scan order.
[0040] The use of multi-level significance maps involves the encoding of an L1 or higher-level significance map that
indicates which coefficient groups may be expected to contain non-zero significant-coefficient flags, and which coefficient
groups contain all zero significant-coefficient flags. The coefficient groups that may be expected to contain non-zero
significant-coefficient flags have their significant-coefficient flags encoded, whereas the coefficient groups that contain
all zero significant-coefficient flags are not encoded (unless they are groups that are encoded because of a special case
exception because they are presumed to contain at least one non-zero significant-coefficient flag). Each coefficient
group has a significant-coefficient-group flag (unless a special case applies in which that coefficient group has a flag of
a presumed value, such as the group containing the last significant coefficient, the upper left group, etc.).
[0041] The use of multi-level significance maps facilitates the modular processing of residual data for encoding and
decoding.

Context Determination for Significance Map Encoding and Decoding

[0042] As noted above, for 16x16 and 32x32 TUs, (as well as for other larger TU sizes) a context model that may be
used for encoding and decoding a significant-coefficient flag in position x is based on the significant-coefficient flags of
nearby positions. In one example, the context model bases the context for the significant-coefficient flag in position x
on the sum of significant-coefficient flags in positions a, b, c, d, and e:
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[0043] To the extent that the significant-coefficient flags a, b, c, d, or e fall outside the borders of the TU they are
assumed to be zero. The above context definition assumes that x is not in the DC position [0, 0] within the transform
unit, since a distinct context is used for encoding flags in that position.
[0044] In the case of a multi-level significance map, it will be noted that for all but four of the positions significance-
coefficient flags from outside the 4x4 coefficient group are factored into the determination of context. In fact, for positions
along the rightmost column at least three significant-coefficient flags from the right neighbor coefficient group are used,
and for positions along the bottom row at least three significant-coefficient flags from the bottom neighbor coefficient
group are used. In the most extreme case, for the bottom-right position of the coefficient group, the context determination
is entirely based on significant-coefficients from outside the current coefficient group; in fact, two from the right neighbor,
two from the bottom neighbor, and one from the lower-right diagonal neighbor. Accordingly, to process a coefficient
group of sixteen significant-coefficient flags, seventeen significant-coefficient flags from three neighboring coefficient
groups are needed:

[0045] In the above image, the light grey 4x4 coefficient group contains the sixteen significant-coefficient flags being
processed, i.e. for which context must be determined. The darker grey indicates the seventeen positions from the
neighboring coefficient groups that must be accessed in order to determine context for the sixteen significant-coefficient
flags within the coefficient group. This amounts to an overhead of 17/16 > 1. To avoid complexities with the irregular
shape, in many implementations this would be processed as a 6x6 block of data, making the overhead 20/16. This
makes the design less modular and memory efficient than is desirable.
[0046] In order to reduce the overhead required, the present application proposes a context model in which the context
neighborhood (that is, the nearby significant-coefficient flags that are used to determine context) is modified to avoid
using any significant-coefficient flags from outside the coefficient group except for the nearby significant-coefficient flags
in the column to the right of the coefficient group, the nearby significant-coefficient flags in the row below the coefficient
group, and the nearby significant-coefficient flag diagonally adjacent the bottom-right corner of the coefficient group. As
a result, the overhead is reduced to 9/16:

x a d

c b

e
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[0047] In order to implement this more compact context model, the context neighborhood changes depending on
which significant-coefficient position within the coefficient group is under evaluation. In particular, when the significant-
coefficient position for which context is to be determined is in the right column or in the bottom row of the coefficient
group, then a modified context neighborhood is used; otherwise, the conventional context neighborhood is used. That
is, if xC%4 = 3 or if yC%4 = 3, then one of the modified context neighborhoods is used for context determination.
[0048] The modified context neighborhoods or templates are defined sets of nearby significant coefficient flag positions
relative to the significant-coefficient flag under consideration. That is, the defined context neighborhoods specify the
locations or positions of the significant-coefficient flags to be used in context determination in terms of their relative
position to the significant-coefficient flag for which context is being determined. Specific example context neighborhoods
(sets of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions) that may be used in one embodiment are as follows, where the
indexing of significant-coefficient flag positions is based upon:

[0049] For position 0, the context neighborhood is defined as:

[0050] For position 1, the context neighborhood is defined as:

[0051] Note that this context neighborhood only features four neighbors. It does not include the significant-coefficient
flag in position 0 within the coefficient group. This is to permit some parallelization of the processing of flags within the
BAC engine. The context determination, decoding, and context update relating to position 0 may not be complete at the
time that the decoder (or encoder) seeks to determine context for position 1. Accordingly, the model attempts to avoid
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using position 0 when evaluating context for position 1, in this embodiment.
[0052] For position 3, the neighborhood is given by:

[0053] For position 6, the neighborhood is defined in the context model as:

[0054] For positions 2 and 5 in a coefficient group, the neighborhood is defined as:

[0055] For position 9, the neighborhood is given by:

[0056] For all other positions in the coefficient group, the neighborhood is given by:

[0057] These example neighborhoods satisfy the condition that no context of a significant coefficient flag relies upon
a significant-coefficient flag processed immediately prior to it in the scan order.
[0058] As noted above, in some embodiments, to permit parallelization in context derivation, not all positions in the
neighborhoods described above may be used in context derivation. For example, for position 3, one of the following two
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neighborhoods might be used:

or

[0059] Similarly, for position 2, the following neighborhood might be used:

[0060] In another embodiment, the contexts above are modified such that nearby significant-coefficient flag ’e’ is not
used for context derivation for significant-coefficient flags in positions 1, 3, 6, 2, 5 and 9. That is, for these context
neighborhoods, the nearby significant-coefficient in position ’e’ is assumed to be zero.
[0061] In yet another embodiment, the context determination further depends on the significant-coefficient-group flags
of nearby coefficient groups. For example, the context determination may be partly based upon the significant-coefficient-
group flags of the coefficient group to the right, the coefficient group below, and/or the coefficient group diagonally to
the lower-right. The same context neighborhood definitions given above, or variations of them, may be used to determine
context, but more there may be two context sets. The significant-coefficient-group flags of nearby coefficient groups
may be used to determine whether the original context set is used or whether a new context set is used. Within that
original or new context set the applicable context neighborhood determines which context is selected. In this example,
the context determination is based on the following:

• For a significant-coefficient flag in position 0, 4, 7, 8, or 10-15, use the original context set for context determination.

• For a significant-coefficient flag in position 1, 3, or 6, use the newly-defined context set if the significant-coefficient-
group flag of the right-neighbor coefficient group is 1; otherwise, use the original context set.

• For a significant-coefficient flag in position 2, 5, or 9, use the newly-defined context set if the significant-coefficient
group flag of the bottom-neighbor coefficient group is 1; otherwise, use the original context set.

[0062] Other variations of the foregoing context neighborhoods or embodiments will be appreciated by those ordinarily
skilled in the art in light of the description herein.
[0063] Reference is now made to Figure 4, which shows, in flowchart form, one example method 200 for decoding
significant-coefficient flags for a transform unit in a video decoder.
[0064] The method 200 is a method for decoding significant-coefficient flags from a bitstream of encoded data as part
of a video decoding process. The method 200 does not illustrate the decoding of the last significant coefficient position
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within a transform unit, or the decoding of coefficient levels, sign bits, or side information.
[0065] In operation 202, for a current significant-coefficient position, the decoder determines whether that significant-
coefficient position is in the right column or bottom row of the coefficient group. If so, then in operation 204, the decoder
selects a context neighborhood based on the position of that significant-coefficient within the coefficient group. Example
context neighborhoods past on coefficient position are set out above, although other context neighborhoods may be
applied in other implementations.
[0066] If the significant-coefficient position is not in the right column or bottom row, then in operation 206 the decoder
selects the conventional context neighborhood. The conventional context neighborhood is the defined neighborhood of
nearby significant-coefficients applicable to any of the nine positions that satisfy this criteria. It is the mapping:

[0067] Once the context neighborhood is selected the decoder then determines the context for this significant-coefficient
position based on a sum of significant-coefficient flags from the context neighborhood in operation 208. It will be appre-
ciated that operations 202, 204, 206 and 208 may be implemented and integrated in many different ways. In one
implementation, a variety of positional tests or logic rules are evaluated and corresponding nearby significant-coefficient
flags added to the sum conditional on the test or rule, as will be illustrated by example syntax below.
[0068] Once the context is determined in operation 208, then in operation 210, the decoder decodes the significant-
coefficient flag from the bitstream of encoded data using the determined context. The decoding may include binary
arithmetic decoding.
[0069] In operation 212, the decoder updates the determined context based on the decoded value of the significant-
coefficient flag.
[0070] In operation 214 the decoder determines whether this is the last of the significant-coefficient flags in the coef-
ficient group, i.e. coefficient position 15. If not, then in operation 216 the decoder moves to the next significant-coefficient
position in the diagonal scan order (reverse) within the coefficient group and returns to operation 202 to decode the next
significant-coefficient flag.
[0071] If it is the last significant-coefficient flag in the coefficient group, then the decoder evaluates whether this is the
last coefficient group in the transform unit 218. If so, then the method 200 exits; and, if not, then in operation 220 the
decoder moves to the next coefficient group in the group-level scan order. In operation 222, the decoder resets to the
first position in the scan order within the next coefficient group, i.e. to position 0, and then returns to operation 202 to
decode that significant-coefficient flag in position 0 of the new coefficient group.
[0072] It will be appreciated that, for ease of illustration, operations 214 and 218 do not reflect the special handling
for context determination that may occur in the case of the DC value at [0, 0] and, in some embodiments, at other
positions in the transform unit.
[0073] An example syntax for implementing the position-dependent significant-coefficient context model is provided
below. This example syntax is but one possible implementation. In this example, the context determination for the DC
case (xC = 0 and yC = 0) is not shown.
[0074] This process is for derivation of the variable sigCtx using previously decoded bins of the syntax element
significant_coeff_flag, which is the significant-coefficient flag. The variable sigCtx is initialized as 0.
[0075] The variable bottomRow is set to true if yC%4 is equal to 3 (or equivalently, yC & 3 is equal to 3) and false
otherwise. The variable rightCol is set to true if xC % 4 is equal to 3 (or equivalently, xC & 3 is equal to 3) and false otherwise.
[0076] When xC is less than (1 << log2TrafoWidth) - 1, the following applies: 

[0077] When xC is less than (1 << log2TrafoWidth) - 1, and yC is less than (1 << log2TrafoHeight) - 1, the following
applies: 

[0078] When xC is less than (1 << log2TrafoHeight) - 2 and rightCol is false, the following applies: 

x a d
c b
e
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[0079] When all of the following conditions are true,

yC is less than (1 << log2TrafoHeight) - 1,
xC % 4 is not equal to 0 or yC % 4 is not equal to 0,
xC % 4 is not equal to 3 or yC % 4 is not equal to 2,

then the following applies:

[0080] When yC is less than (1 << log2TrafoHeight) - 2, and sigCtx is less than 4, and bottomRow is false, the following
applies: 

[0081] When rightCol is true, yC % 4 > 0, xC is less than (1 << log2TrafoSize) - 1, and sigCtx is less than 4, the
following applies: 

[0082] When rightCol is true, yC % 4 = 0, xC is less than (1 << log2TrafoSize) - 1, and sigCtx is less than 4, the
following applies: 

[0083] When bottomRow is true, xC % 4 > 0, yC is less than (1 << log2TrafoSize) - 1, and sigCtx is less than 4, the
following applies: 

[0084] When bottomRow is true, xC % 4 = 0, yC is less than (1 << log2TrafoSize)-1, and sigCtx is less than 4, the
following applies: 

[0085] In this example implementation, the variable sigCtx is then modified in accordance with the following conditions
and rules.
[0086] If color component index cIdx is equal to 0 and xC + yC are greater than (1 << (max(log2TrafoWidth,
log2TrafoHeight) - 2)) - 1, the following applies: 

[0087] Otherwise, the following applies: 
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[0088] The context index increment ctxIdxInc is then derived using the color component index cIdx and sigCtx.
[0089] It will be understood that the foregoing is but one example implementation. Moreover, it will be understood that
the example index offsets to the full set of contexts, such as ’24’ or ’18’, etc., are non-limiting examples.

Context Determination for Coefficient Level Encoding and Decoding

[0090] In some video encoding or decoding processes, the coefficient level coding and decoding is done in stages.
That is, the coefficient coding process includes encoding a significance map that identifies all non-zero coefficients. The
sign bits for the coefficients are also encoded. The level coding is then done by identifying which of the non-zero
coefficients have a level greater than one. Of those coefficients that are greater than one, the coefficients that have a
level greater than two are then identified. Of those coefficients, those that have a level greater than three then have their
actual level encoded/decoded. With the latter set of coefficients, rather than encoding the absolute level, the level less
three may be encoded (since it is known that the level is greater than two), and the decoder adds three to these decoded
levels.
[0091] Context level coding and decoding is typically done in sets or groups of 16 coefficients. This corresponds well
with the block-based coefficient group encoding and decoding of the significance map, and the multi-level scan order
used in that process.
[0092] Like the encoding of the significance map, the encoding of the coefficient levels (greater-than-one, greater-
than-two, and absolute-value-less-three), relies upon context modeling. In some implementations, the context set used
for encoding coefficient levels in a set of 16 levels, e.g. a coefficient group, is dependent upon the previous set of
coefficient levels processed, e.g. the previous coefficient group in scan order. The magnitudes of the coefficients in the
previously processed scan set are used to determine which context set to use on the basis that the magnitudes of the
coefficients in the previous set are correlated to the expected magnitudes of the coefficients in the current set.
[0093] When multi-level scan orders are used, such as is illustrated in Figure 3, it is possible for situations to arise in
which the previous coefficient group in scan order is not a nearby scan set. For example, the previous coefficient group
in the (reverse) scan order may be located at the other side of the transform unit. An example 32x32 transform unit
divided into 4x4 coefficient groups is shown below. The shaded coefficient groups are adjacent each other in the diagonal
scan order. It will be appreciated that the magnitude of the coefficients in one of those coefficient groups is not necessarily
well correlated with the magnitude of the coefficients in the other of those coefficient groups.

[0094] Accordingly, the present application proposes a new process for context determination for coefficient level
coding. In proposal, the context selection for encoding coefficient levels of a coefficient group is based the right and
lower neighboring coefficient groups. In particular, it may be based on the number of, or cumulative magnitude of, the
non-zero coefficients in those neighboring coefficient groups.
[0095] The context selection may be based upon a function f() of the number of coefficients with absolute value greater
than one. For example, the context index may be initialized to a particular value or index and then incremented by 1 if
f() > 1 and incremented by 2 if f()>3.
[0096] The symbols R and L are used below to indicate the number of coefficients with absolute value greater than 1
in the right neighbor coefficient group and the lower neighbor coefficient group, respectively. If either of the right or lower
coefficient groups fall outside the boundaries of the transform unit, then R or L (as the case may be) is assumed to be 0.
[0097] In one embodiment, the function may be expressed as: 
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[0098] In another embodiment, the function is a linear function, such as: 

where a and b are weighting coefficients and may be fixed or dynamic. For example, in one case a = b = ©, which
amounts to averaging R and L.
[0099] In yet another embodiment, the function is a minimum, such as:

[0100] In yet a further embodiment, the function f() may be expressed as: 

where Q(k) = 0 if k=0

Q(k)=1 if 0<k≤3, and

Q(k) = 2 otherwise

[0101] In yet other embodiments, the lower-right diagonal coefficient group may alternatively or additionally be con-
sidered in determining context.
[0102] In all these embodiments, the determination of context is modular because the context determination does not
require re-accessing a set of coefficients from across various previously-processed coefficient groups, but instead relies
upon a value that is determined when processing a previous coefficient group as a group. Moreover, the above-described
embodiments rely upon coefficient data from coefficient groups that are necessarily adjacent to the current coefficient
group and, thus, more likely to be correlated.
[0103] Reference is now made to Figure 5, which shows an example process 300 for decoding coefficient level data
using a context-based entropy decoder. This process 300 may be applied in the case of determining context for decoding
of "greater-than-one" coefficient level flags, "greater-than-two" coefficient level flags, "level-minus-three" coefficient level
data, or some or all of these. Suitable modification for specific implementation will be appreciated by those skilled in the
field in view of the discussion herein.
[0104] In operation 302, a context index pointer is initialized. In general, the decoder may maintain a number of contexts
or context sets and the current or selected context set may be identified using the context index pointer, in some
embodiments. The value to which the context index pointer is initialized depends on the implementation and order in
which the contexts are organized.
[0105] In operation 304, the decoder determines the sum of the number of greater-than-one coefficients from the right-
neighbor coefficient group and from the lower-neighbor coefficient group. This value may be denoted Q_sum. If Q_sum
is determined to be greater than zero in operation 306, then in operation 308 the context index pointer is incremented
by one. If the value Q_sum is found to be greater than three in operation 310, the in operation 312 the context index
pointer is incremented by one again.
[0106] In operation 314, the context index pointer is used to identify the current context (or context set in some
embodiments), and in operation 316 that identified context is used to decoder coefficient levels from the bitstream of
encoded data. This may include decoding the greater-than-one coefficient level flags for the current coefficient group.
In some embodiments it may also or alternatively include decoding the greater-than-two flags. In yet other embodiments
it may also or alternatively include decoding the coefficient-level-minus-three values.
[0107] In operation 318, the identified context is updated based on the decoded data. If it is determined, in operation
320, that this is the last coefficient group, then the process 300 exits. Otherwise, the decoder moves to the next coefficient
group in the group-level scan order in operation 322 and returns to operation 304 to decode the coefficient levels for the
next coefficient group.
[0108] An example syntax for implementing a revised context determination for coefficient level coding is provided
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below. This example syntax is but one possible implementation for determining the context index increment for identifying
the context to be used in decoding the greater-than-one coefficient flags (syntax element coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag).
[0109] Inputs to this example process are the color component index cIdx, the 16 coefficient subset index i and the
current coefficient scan index n within the current subset. In this example, the term coefficient subset corresponds to
the term coefficient group used in the above discussion. The output of this process is context index increment ctxIdxInc,
which corresponds to the context index pointer discussed in the above example.
[0110] The variable ctxSet specifies the current context set and for its derivation the following applies. The following
applies when n is equal to 15 or all previous syntax elements coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag[pos] with pos greater than
n are derived to be equal to 0 instead of being explicitly parsed, i.e. if this is the first coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag in
the coefficient group to be decoded from the bitstream:

1. The variable ctxSet is initialized to zero if the current subset index i is equal to 0 or cIdx is greater than 0. Otherwise,
if I is greater than zero and cIdx is equal to 0, ten ctxXet is set to 3.

2. When the subset i is not the first one to be processed in the transform unit, the following applies:

a. If the TU is 4x4 or 8x8, then the variable numGreater1 is set equal to the variable numGreater1 that was
derived during the last context derivation for coeff_abs_level_greater2_flag for the subset i + 1; if numGreater1
>> 1 is greater than 0, ctxSet is incremented by one; and if numGreater1 >> 1 is greater than 3 and cIdx is
equal to 0, ctxSet is incremented by one.

b. If the TU is 16x16 or 32x32, then the variable Q_sum is set equal to the sum of the Q_numGreater1 variables
that have been derived for the subsets immediately to the right of subset i and immediately below subset i. If
either the right or lower subsets do not exist (i.e., fall outside the boundary of the TU), their respective
Q_numGreater1 variables are assumed to be 0; if Q_sum is greater than 0, ctxSet is incremented by one; and
if Q_sum is greater than 3, ctxSet is incremented by one.

3. The variable greater1Ctx is set equal to 1.

[0111] In the case where the flag is not the first to be decoded in the coefficient group, i.e.
coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag[n] is not the first to be parsed within the current subset i), then for the derivation of ctxSet
and greater1Ctx the following applies:

1. The variable ctxSet is set equal to the variable ctxSet that has been derived during the last use of this process.

2. The variable greater1Ctx is set equal to the variable greater1Ctx that has been derived during the last use of this
process.

3. When greater1Ctx is greater than 0, the variable lastGreater1Flag is set equal to the syntax element
coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag that has been used during the use of this process and greater1Ctx is set to 0 if
lastGreater1Flag is equal to 1, otherwise greater1Ctx is incremented by 1 if lastGreater1Flag is equal to 0.

[0112] The context index increment ctxIdxInc is derived using the current context set ctxSet and the current context
greater1Ctx as follows: 

[0113] When cIdx is greater than 0, ctxIdxInc is modified as follows: 

[0114] The foregoing syntax illustrates a derivation process for ctxIdxInc in the case of a greater-than-one flag
(coeff_abs_level_greater1_flag). Below is a similar example process for deriving ctxIdxInc in the case of a greater-than-
two flag (coeff_abs_level_greater2_flag).
[0115] Inputs to this example process are the color component index cIdx, the 16 coefficient subset index i and the
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current coefficient scan index n within the current subset. The output of this process is ctxIdxInc. The variable ctxSet
specifies the current context set.
[0116] To find ctxSet for the first coefficient processed in the coefficient group, the following process may be used.
That is, if n is equal to 15 or all previous syntax elements coeff_abs_level_greater2_flag[pos] with pos greater than n
are derived to be equal to 0 instead of being explicitly parsed, the following applies:

1. If the current subset index i is equal to 0 or cIdx is greater than 0, ctxSet is initialized to zero. Otherwise, if i is
greater than 0 and cIdx is equal to 0, then ctxSet is initialized to three.

2. If the TU is 16x16 or 32x32, a separate instance of the variable Q_numGreater1 is maintained for each subset.

3. The variable numGreater1 for the first subset is set equal to 0.

4. The variable greater2Ctx is set equal to 0.

5. Assuming that the subset i is not the first one to be processed in the transform unit, the following applies:

a. If the TU is 4x4 or 8x8, then the variable numGreater1 is set equal to the variable numGreater1 that has been
derived during the last use of this process for the subset i + 1; then numGreater1 = numGreater1 >> 1; if
numGreater1 is greater than 0, ctxSet is incremented by one; and if numGreater1 is greater than 3 and cIdx is
equal to 0, ctxSet is further incremented by one.

b. If the TU is 16x16 or 32x32, then the variable Q_sum is set equal to the sum of the Q_numGreater1 variables
that have been derived for the subsets immediately to the right of subset i and immediately below subset i; if
either the right or lower subsets do not exist (i.e., fall outside the boundary of the TU), their respective
Q_numGreater1 variables are assumed to be 0; if Q_sum is greater than 0, ctxSet is incremented by one; if
Q_sum is greater than 3, then ctxSet is further incremented by one.

[0117] If the flag is not the first flag in the coefficient group to be processed, i.e. if coeff_abs_level_greater2_flag[n] is
not the first to be parsed within the current subset i, then the derivation of ctxSet and greater2Ctx is implemented as follows:

1. The variable ctxSet is set equal to the variable ctxSet that has been derived during the last use of this process.

2. The variable greater2Ctx is set equal to the variable greater2Ctx that has been derived during the last use of this
process, incremented by 1.

3. The variable numGreater1 is set equal to the variable numGreater1 that has been derived during the last use of
this process, incremented by 1.

[0118] If the TU is 16x16 or 32x32 and coeff_abs_level_greater2_flag[n] is last to be parsed within the current subset
i, Q_numGreater1 for subset i is set equal to 0 if numGreater1 = 0, 1 if 0 < numGreater1 <=3, and 2 otherwise.
[0119] The context index increment ctxIdxInc is then derived using the current context set ctxSet and the current
context greater2Ctx as follows: 

[0120] When cIdx is greater than 0, ctxIdxInc is modified as follows: 

[0121] Reference is now made to Figure 6, which shows a simplified block diagram of an example embodiment of an
encoder 900. The encoder 900 includes a processor 902, memory 904, and an encoding application 906. The encoding
application 906 may include a computer program or application stored in memory 904 and containing instructions for
configuring the processor 902 to perform operations such as those described herein. For example, the encoding appli-
cation 906 may encode and output bitstreams encoded in accordance with the processes described herein. It will be
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understood that the encoding application 906 may be stored in on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, flash memory device, random access memory, hard drive, etc.
[0122] Reference is now also made to Figure 7, which shows a simplified block diagram of an example embodiment
of a decoder 1000. The decoder 1000 includes a processor 1002, a memory 1004, and a decoding application 1006.
The decoding application 1006 may include a computer program or application stored in memory 1004 and containing
instructions for configuring the processor 1002 to perform operations such as those described herein. The decoding
application 1006 may include an entropy decoder configured to reconstruct residuals based, at least in part, on recon-
structing significant-coefficient flags, as described herein. It will be understood that the decoding application 1006 may
be stored in on a computer readable medium, such as a compact disc, flash memory device, random access memory,
hard drive, etc.
[0123] It will be appreciated that the decoder and/or encoder according to the present application may be implemented
in a number of computing devices, including, without limitation, servers, suitably programmed general purpose computers,
audio/video encoding and playback devices, set-top television boxes, television broadcast equipment, and mobile de-
vices. The decoder or encoder may be implemented by way of software containing instructions for configuring a processor
to carry out the functions described herein. The software instructions may be stored on any suitable non-transitory
computer-readable memory, including CDs, RAM, ROM, Flash memory, etc.
[0124] It will be understood that the encoder described herein and the module, routine, process, thread, or other
software component implementing the described method/process for configuring the encoder may be realized using
standard computer programming techniques and languages. The present application is not limited to particular proces-
sors, computer languages, computer programming conventions, data structures, other such implementation details.
Those skilled in the art will recognize that the described processes may be implemented as a part of computer-executable
code stored in volatile or non-volatile memory, as part of an application-specific integrated chip (ASIC), etc.
[0125] Certain adaptations and modifications of the described embodiments can be made. Therefore, the above
discussed embodiments are considered to be illustrative and not restrictive.

Claims

1. A method of decoding a bitstream of encoded video by reconstructing significant-coefficient flags for a transform
unit, the transform unit being partitioned into a plurality of block-based coefficient groups, the method comprising:

for a significant-coefficient flag within a current coefficient group,

determining whether that significant-coefficient flag is within the right-most column of the current coefficient
group or the bottom row of the current coefficient group and, if so, then selecting a first set of nearby
significant-coefficient flag positions relative to that significant-coefficient flag, and otherwise selecting a
different, second set of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions relative to that significant-coefficient flag;
determining a context for that significant-coefficient flag from a sum of the selected significant-coefficient
flags in the positions in the selected set; entropy decoding that significant-coefficient flag using its determined
context; and
updating the determined context,

wherein the first set excludes any significant-coefficient flags from outside the coefficient group except for the
significant-coefficient flags in the column to the immediate right of the coefficient group, the significant-coefficient
flags in the row immediately below the coefficient group, and the significant-coefficient flag diagonally adjacent
the bottom-right corner of the coefficient group; and
wherein the second set includes five significant-coefficient flag positions arranged as:

wherein x indicates that significant-coefficient and o indicates the relative location of the nearby significant-
coefficient flag positions in the second set.

2. The method claimed in claim 1, wherein the first set of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions comprises one

x o o

o o

o
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of a plurality of sets of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions relative to that significant-coefficient flag, and
wherein selecting a first set of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions comprises selecting one of the plurality
of sets of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions based upon that significant-coefficient flag’s location within the
right-most column or in the bottom row.

3. The method claimed in claim 1, wherein selecting a first set of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions comprises
selecting the first set of nearby significant-coefficient flag positions based upon a location of that significant-coefficient
flag in the current coefficient group.

4. The method claimed in claim 3, wherein the location comprises the bottom-right corner, and wherein the first set
includes five significant-coefficient flag positions arranged as:

wherein x indicates that significant-coefficient and o indicates the relative location of the nearby significant-coefficient
flag positions in the first set.

5. The method claimed in claim 3, wherein the location comprises the right-most column and not the bottom row, and
wherein the first set includes at least four significant-coefficient flag positions arranged as:

or

or

wherein x indicates that significant-coefficient and o indicates the relative location of the nearby significant-coefficient
flag positions in the first set.

6. The method claimed in claim 3, wherein the location comprises the bottom row and not the right-most column, and
wherein the first set includes five significant-coefficient flag positions arranged as:

o

x o

o o o

o

x o

o o

o

x o

o o

o o

o

x o

o

o

x o o

o o o
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or

wherein x indicates that significant-coefficient and o indicates the relative location of the nearby significant-coefficient
flag positions in the first set.

7. A decoder for decoding a bitstream of encoded data to reconstruct coefficients for a transform unit, the decoder
comprising:

a processor;
a memory; and

a decoding application stored in memory and containing instructions for configuring the processor to perform the
method claimed in any one of claims 1 to 6.

8. A non-transitory processor-readable medium storing processor-executable instructions which, when executed, con-
figures one or more processors to perform the method claimed in any one of claims 1 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Decodieren eines Bitstroms eines codierten Videos durch Rekonstruieren von signifikanten Koeffi-
zienten-Flags für eine Transformationseinheit, wobei die Transformationseinheit in eine Vielzahl von blockbasierten
Koeffizientengruppen partitioniert ist, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

für ein signifikantes Koeffizienten-Flag innerhalb einer aktuellen Koeffizientengruppe,

Bestimmen, ob das signifikante Koeffizienten-Flag innerhalb der äußerst rechten Spalte der aktuellen Ko-
effizientengruppe oder der unteren Zeile der aktuellen Koeffizientengruppe liegt, und wenn ja, dann Aus-
wählen eines ersten Satzes von naheliegenden Positionen von signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags relativ zu
dem signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flag, und ansonsten Auswählen eines unterschiedlichen, zweiten Satzes
von naheliegenden Positionen von signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags relativ zu dem signifikanten Koeffizi-
enten-Flag;
Bestimmen eines Kontexts für das signifikante Koeffizienten-Flag aus einer Summe von ausgewählten
signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags in den Positionen in dem ausgewählten Satz;
Entropie-Decodieren des signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags unter Verwendung seines bestimmten Kontexts;
und
Aktualisieren des bestimmten Kontexts,

wobei der erste Satz jegliche signifikante Koeffizienten-Flags von außerhalb der Koeffizienten Gruppe mit Aus-
nahme der signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags in der Spalte unmittelbar rechts von der Koeffizientengruppe, der
signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags in der Zeile unmittelbar unter der Koeffizientengruppe und der signifikanten
Koeffizienten-Flags diagonal benachbart zu der unteren rechten Ecke der Koeffizientengruppe ausschließt; und
wobei der zweite Satz fünf Positionen signifikanter Koeffizienten-Flags umfasst, die angeordnet sind als:

wobei x den signifikanten Koeffizienten anzeigt und o die relative Stelle der naheliegenden Positionen von
signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags in dem zweiten Satz anzeigt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Satz von naheliegenden Positionen signifikanter Koeffizienten-Flags

x o o

o o o

x o o

o o

o
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einen aus der Vielzahl von Sätzen von naheliegenden Positionen signifikanter Koeffizienten-Flags relativ zu dem
signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flag umfasst, und wobei das Auswählen eines ersten Satzes von naheliegenden Posi-
tionen signifikanter Koeffizienten-Flags das Auswählen eines aus der Vielzahl von Sätzen von naheliegenden Po-
sitionen von signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags basierend auf der Stelle des signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags inner-
halb der äußerst rechten Spalte oder in der unteren Zeile umfasst.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auswählen eines ersten Satzes von naheliegenden Positionen signifikanter
Koeffizienten-Flags das Auswählen des ersten Satzes von naheliegenden Positionen signifikanter Koeffizienten-
Flags basierend auf einer Stelle des signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags in der aktuellen Koeffizientengruppe umfasst.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Stelle die untere rechte Ecke umfasst, und wobei der erste Satz fünf Positionen
signifikanter Koeffizienten-Flags umfasst, die angeordnet sind als:

wobei x den signifikanten Koeffizienten anzeigt und o die relative Stelle der naheliegenden Positionen von signifi-
kanten Koeffizienten-Flags in dem ersten Satz anzeigt.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Stelle die äußerste rechte Spalte und nicht die untere Zeile umfasst, und
wobei der erste Satz mindestens vier Positionen von signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags umfasst, die angeordnet sind
als:

oder

oder

wobei x den signifikanten Koeffizienten anzeigt und o die relative Stelle von naheliegenden Positionen von signifi-
kanten Koeffizienten-Flags in dem ersten Satz anzeigt.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Stelle die untere Zeile und nicht die äußerst rechte Spalte umfasst, und wobei
der erste Satz fünf Positionen von signifikanten Koeffizienten-Flags umfasst, die angeordnet sind als:

o

x o

o o o

o

x o

o o

o

x o

o o

o o

o

x o

o

o

x o o
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oder

wobei x den signifikanten Koeffizienten anzeigt und o die relative Stelle der naheliegenden Positionen von signifi-
kanten Koeffizienten-Flags in dem ersten Satz anzeigt.

7. Decodierer zum Decodieren eines Bitstroms von codierten Daten, um Koeffizienten für eine Transformationseinheit
zu rekonstruieren, wobei der Decodierer umfasst:

einen Prozessor;
einen Speicher; und

eine Decodieranwendung, die in einem Speicher gespeichert ist und Anweisungen zum Konfigurieren des Prozes-
sors enthält, um das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6 auszuführen.

8. Nichtflüchtiges prozessorlesbares Medium, das prozessorlesbare Anweisungen speichert, die, wenn sie ausgeführt
werden, einen oder mehrere Prozessoren konfigurieren, um das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6
auszuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de décodage d’un train de bits de vidéo codée par reconstruction de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs
pour une unité de transformation, l’unité de transformation étant partitionnée en une pluralité de groupes de coef-
ficients par blocs, le procédé comprenant le fait :

pour un drapeau de coefficient significatif dans un groupe de coefficients actuel,
de déterminer si ce drapeau de coefficient significatif se trouve dans la colonne la plus à droite du groupe de
coefficients actuel ou dans la rangée inférieure du groupe de coefficients actuel et, si c’est le cas, de sélectionner
ensuite un premier ensemble de positions de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines par rapport à ce
drapeau de coefficient significatif, et, sinon, de sélectionner un deuxième ensemble différent de positions de
drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines par rapport à ce drapeau de coefficient significatif ;
de déterminer un contexte pour ce drapeau de coefficient significatif à partir d’une somme des drapeaux de
coefficients significatifs sélectionnés dans les positions dans l’ensemble sélectionné ;
d’effectuer un décodage entropique de ce drapeau de coefficient significatif en utilisant son contexte déterminé ;
et
de mettre à jour le contexte déterminé,
dans lequel le premier ensemble exclut tout drapeau de coefficient significatif en dehors du groupe de coefficients
à l’exception des drapeaux de coefficients significatifs dans la colonne immédiatement à droite du groupe de
coefficients, des drapeaux de coefficients significatifs dans la rangée immédiatement en dessous du groupe
de coefficients, et du drapeau de coefficient significatif diagonalement adjacent à l’angle inférieur droit du groupe
de coefficients ; et
dans lequel le deuxième ensemble comporte cinq positions de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs agencées
comme suit :

(fortgesetzt)

o o o

x o o

o o o

x o o

o o

o
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où x indique ce coefficient significatif et o indique l’emplacement relatif des positions de drapeaux de coefficients
significatifs voisines dans le deuxième ensemble.

2. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier ensemble de positions de drapeaux de
coefficients significatifs voisines comprend l’un d’une pluralité d’ensembles de positions de drapeaux de coefficients
significatifs voisines par rapport à ce drapeau de coefficient significatif, et dans lequel la sélection d’un premier
ensemble de positions de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines comprend le fait de sélectionner l’un de la
pluralité d’ensembles de positions de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines sur la base de l’emplacement
de ce drapeau de coefficient significatif dans la colonne la plus à droite ou dans la rangée inférieure.

3. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel la sélection d’un premier ensemble de positions
de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines comprend le fait de sélectionner le premier ensemble de positions
de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs voisines sur la base d’un emplacement de ce drapeau de coefficient signi-
ficatif dans le groupe de coefficients actuel.

4. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel l’emplacement comprend l’angle inférieur droit, et
dans lequel le premier ensemble comporte cinq positions de drapeaux de coefficients significatifs agencées comme
suit :

où x indique ce coefficient significatif et o indique l’emplacement relatif des positions de drapeaux de coefficients
significatifs voisines dans le premier ensemble.

5. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel l’emplacement comprend la colonne la plus à droite
et non pas la rangée inférieure, et dans lequel le premier ensemble comporte au moins quatre positions de drapeaux
de coefficients significatifs agencées comme suit :

ou

ou

où x indique ce coefficient significatif et o indique l’emplacement relatif des positions de drapeaux de coefficients
significatifs voisines dans le premier ensemble.

o

x o

o o o

o

x o

o o

o

x o

o o

o o

o

x o

o
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6. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel l’emplacement comprend la rangée inférieure et
non pas la colonne la plus à droite, et dans lequel le premier ensemble comporte cinq positions de drapeaux de
coefficients significatifs agencées comme suit :

ou

où x indique ce coefficient significatif et o indique l’emplacement relatif des positions de drapeaux de coefficients
significatifs voisines dans le premier ensemble.

7. Décodeur destiné à décoder un train de bits de données codées pour reconstruire des coefficients pour une unité
de transformation, le décodeur comprenant :

un processeur ;
une mémoire ; et
une application de décodage stockée en mémoire et contenant des instructions pour configurer le processeur
afin de réaliser le procédé revendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6.

8. Support lisible par processeur non transitoire stockant des instructions exécutables par un processeur qui, lors-
qu’elles sont exécutées, configurent un ou plusieurs processeurs pour réaliser le procédé revendiqué dans l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 6.

x o o

o o o

x o o

o o o
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